
Choose a board. 
Place one red welly 
on each monster.
Spread the green 
wellies face down.

Turn over a green 
welly card. If it 
matches a welly on 
your board, place it 
on your monster.

The winner is the
first player to find
three pairs of 
smelly wellies!

Do you know your left from your right?

               For FREE printable
        activities including 
     colouring sheets, tasty
   recipes and craft ideas 
 visit ‘Things To Do’ at:  

 www.orchardtoys.com
              /thingstodo

An easy way to tell your left from your right is to stretch
out your fingers and hands and make your thumbs
touch. Your left hand will make the shape of the letter ‘L’.  

Quick Start

More fun!More fun!

Each player chooses a jigged monster 
board and pieces it together. 

Setting up the game

 

Stack all the red backed welly 
cards into a pile face down.

Pick a welly1 The winner!3
 

This is a simple matching activity using just the welly cards.
Spread all the welly cards pattern side up on the table
and find the matching pairs.

 

For an easier game For a more challenging game

The youngest
player starts. 

Turn over a green
backed welly card
from the table.

  

Does the pattern match
any of your wellies? 

2

If the pattern on
the welly matches
any of the wellies
on your monsters,
place it on your
monster so that it
has a matching
pair of wellies.

If the welly card does not match, show it to the 
other players and return it face down to the 
table. Play passes to the next player. 

Smelly WelliesSmelly Wellies

Contents 

 

• 4 jigged monster boards  •  24 patterned welly cards

Take turns to select three red 
backed welly cards and place
them pattern side up on each 
of the monsters on your playing 
board. Set aside any remaining 
red backed wellies as they are 
not required.

Spread all the green backed welly 
cards green side up on the table. 
For an easier game, arrange the 
wellies in lines of four, as below. 

1 Each player selects a jigged monster playing board and 
pieces it together.

The winner is the first player to find 
matching wellies for all their monsters 
and shout out “Smelly Wellies!” 

4 The first player to place matching wellies on all their 
monsters is the winner.

3

2 Spread all the welly cards pattern side down on the 
table, keeping the green backed welly cards and red 
backed welly cards separate from each other.   

Turn over smelly welly cards to find matching pairs
of wellies for your monsters!

The first player turns over a green backed welly card 
followed by a red backed welly card.  If the wellies match, 
place them on one of your monsters. If they do not match 
turn the cards back over. Play passes to the next player. 
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Smelly Wellies Smelly Wellies
Orchard Toys have been supporting parents and children for over 

40 years. We create colourfully illustrated, quality, educational 
games and jigsaws which have been designed, tested and 

manufactured in Britain.

Working with teachers, nursery professionals and children, we 
ensure that every game and jigsaw we make enhances             

learning and development.

We pay attention to the little details and keep testing until we     
get it right! This means that when your child is playing an   

Orchard Toys game or piecing together one of our
jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that they are

learning whilst having fun!


